
Notes of the 7 & 8 Park Street Patient Participation Group Meeting 
Thursday 16th February 2017 

 
Present: Dr Jo Pears (Chair), Rachel Duck (notes), Jill Hillam, Claire Stockil, Neil Cutler, 
Peter Myatt, Alan & Susi Browne, Roger Cockcroft, Anne Smyth, Mary O’Neill, Steve Dale, 
Roger & Sue I’Anson. 
 
Apologies: Steve Hibbs, Maggie Johnson, Julia Spence, Eleanor Hartas, Christine 
Salisbury-Baker, Marion Jones, Sue Bramley, Kevin Howes, Mark Henshaw (resigned), 
Thomas Gudgeon (resigned), Christine Hinchley (resigned), Suzanne Smith (resigned). 
 
Welcome and introductions. 
 
Notes of the last meeting were read and agreed. 
 
Matters Arising: a summary of points from the last meeting has been uploaded to the 
website. The waiting room was returned to its original layout as the changes were very 
unpopular – it was suggested we try chairs in rows facing reception. More of Dr Rusby’s 
appointments are now online; the practice is to discuss making a lot more appointments 
available to book online. CCG representatives – Claire was unable to attend and wasn’t 
very clear what it was about anyway; nothing more has been heard from the CCG. 
 
Practice Staff Changes: the new Practice Manager, Jill, was introduced. Dr Natalie 
Batten has had a little girl, Rosa; Dr Elizabeth Rusby and locum Dr Monica Jamieson are 
covering her maternity leave. Dr Jane Robinson is back doing locums cover. Registrar Dr 
Louisa Coyle finished in December and has been replaced by Dr Alex Nicholls. Practice 
Nurse Ruth Sparrow also left in December with Jenny Mcloughlin taking her place; Sheila 
Gott retires in March with trainee Ros Richards replacing her, but she goes on maternity in 
May! Sophie Everett is our apprentice until July and we hope to get another after her. 
Cleaner, Kath Espin, also retires in March so Carol Edwards will increase her hours 
 
Survey: Only 13 responses so far but staff often too busy to offer it; Anne and Stephen 
volunteered to come in to hand out surveys in the waiting room. To email/post survey out 
to PPG members to complete. Also consider texting patients to tell them the survey is 
available (see later). The practice still allows patients to ring in repeat prescription 
requests. To consider adding a question asking if the patient does not have computer 
access then sending them to the end of the survey with a space for suggestions. 
 
SMS Messaging to patients: appointment reminders are not always received by patients 
– issues with mobile reception and us not having current numbers on the system; to put up 
signs asking patients to ensure we have current contact details. There is an automated 
option to text test results out – feelings were mixed: should the actual result be sent with 
the confidentiality issues, or just a message saying it is back? People would have to sign 
up to receive them but they can already see test results online via Patient Access. 
 
Medication reviews: these seem to come in clusters so the practice is considering 
moving reviews to the month of a patient’s birth with a gradual changeover. One concern 
was a long delay in some reviews being done as a result. 
 
New consulting room: this has a narrow entrance with a step up to it and will be 
inaccessible to wheelchairs: to look into a handrail to help. Also to mark the step with 
yellow tape and put up a warning sign. 



Any Other Business: it was queried whether the current pressures in hospitals were 
affecting surgeries: referrals are taking a little longer to be processed as they are being 
triaged first plus smokers and overweight patients are having surgery delayed to allow 
them to stop smoking/lose weight for safety reasons. Hospital discharges are also being 
delayed due to a shortage in home carers. One suggestion was for the practice to co-
ordinate a list of volunteers who were available to bring in otherwise housebound patients 
when they are ill, or to get urgent medication to them – unfortunately the surgery does not 
have the resources to run such a service. 
There is a problem with only 150 characters available in Comments when ordering scripts 
online – Rachel to speak to Emis to see if this can be increased. 
 
Date of next meeting: Wednesday 20th September 2017 at 7.30pm 


